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When Dorothy and Toto get lost along an abandoned trail hidden in the shadowy Oz Forest, it is up to her three friends to
save her from Bekama, the leader of the Tinybits and ruler of the Land of Never Return, who plans to imprison Dorothy
forever. $20,000 ad/promo.
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Wonderful, funny junior fiction for children from talented storyteller Jack Lasenby. Ideal for reading aloud, this deliciously wicked romp with
Aunt Effie and her crew is guaranteed to entertain and astonish. At every opportunity, the capricious Aunt Effie takes to her beloved bed, and
enchants her twenty-six nieces and nephews and six enormous pig dogs with tall tales of beguiling proportions. Enter Mrs Grizzle, a redhaired, doublejointed magician. Nothing is as it seems, and we encounter edible gunpowder, monster pukekos, Pookackodiles and
Krockapooks, and is this a removable glass eye? How will Aunt Effie wrap up the captivating story of Mrs Grizzle? And where is the lost
treasure?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Children's literature continues to be one of the most rapidly expanding and exciting of interdisciplinary academic studies, of interest to anyone
concerned with literature, education, internationalism, childhood or culture in general. The second edition of Peter Hunt's bestselling
International Companion Encyclopedia of Children's Literature offers comprehensive coverage of the subject across the world, with
substantial, accessible, articles by specialists and world-ranking experts. Almost everything is here, from advanced theory to the latest
practice – from bibliographical research to working with books and children with special needs. This edition has been expanded and includes
over fifty new articles. All of the other articles have been updated, substantially revised or rewritten, or have revised bibliographies. New
topics include Postcolonialism, Comparative Studies, Ancient Texts, Contemporary Children's Rhymes and Folklore, Contemporary Comics,
War, Horror, Series Fiction, Film, Creative Writing, and 'Crossover' literature. The international section has been expanded to reflect world
events, and now includes separate articles on countries such as the Baltic states, the Czech and Slovak Republics, Iran, Korea, Mexico and
Central America, Slovenia, and Taiwan.
Includes section, "Book reviews".

In-depth analyses are presented of 15 superior films, each one representing a subgenre of fantasy cinema--Beauty and the Beast,
Conan the Barbarian, The Dark Crystal, Dragonslayer, 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T, It's a Wonderful Life, Jason and the Argonauts, King
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Kong, Lost Horizon, Popeye, Superman, The Thief of Baghdad, Time Bandits, Topper, and The Wizard of Oz. A chapter is
devoted to each film, providing a plot summary and detailed information about cast and crew, special effects (stop-motion
animation, miniatures, hanging miniatures, optical effects, tricks of perspective, blue screens, matte paintings, glass shots, reverse
projection, slow motion, rear and front projection, etc.), and strengths and weaknesses, as well as explorations of the film's
relationship to written fantasy, other films, and cultural myths.
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Reproduction of the original: Shoulder-Straps by Henry Morford

* Ideal study guide for the anesthesia oral exams * Unique and honest approach to braving the oral exams * Practice exams use the same
format as the real exams: clinical scenes are presented, followed by preop, intraop, and postop questions * Tips for taking the test (Practice
aloud. Practice aloud early. Practice aloud often.) * A review of the major subjects that appear on the test (pulmonary, cardiac, airway,
trauma, renal, OB, pediatrics, pain, regional, liver, equipment, fluids, obesity) * Practice questions and practice exams (Pay attentionthis is the
meat of the book)
[What could there possibly be about Christmas that needs to be "saved"? Christmas isn't dead, not by a long shot. But when in the movies
Santa Claus is in trouble, Christmas is in trouble and must be "saved." If bogeys or other circumstances prevent Santa from delivering the
presents on Christmas Eve, there will be no Christmas because, as far as the movies are concerned, generally speaking, Santa IS
Christmas. Explore 53 reasons for saving Christmas in this lighthearted collection of 228 films (over half of which are animated) from
theatrical releases to television movies and specials to episodes of television series. The reasons for saving Christmas just may surprise
you.]
Includes section, "Book reviews"
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Marginal notes and illustrations accompany a collection of Poe's short stories, offering an interpretation of such tales as
the Tell-Tale Heart and The Pit and the Pendulum
Oh, Canada: a nation of hockey players, trailer park boys, and doughnut shop habitues; a nation that can claim Marshall
McLuhan, Pamela Anderson, and Mr Dressup as among their own. Canada is one complex country all right, and what
better way to document its character than an atlas of Canadian place names as compiled by "Geist," the magazine of
Canadian ideas and culture? This offbeat yet erudite collection of full-colour maps?many (but not all) of which have
appeared in the magazine since 1995?includes a wide range of clearly Canadian subject matter from all points far and
wide. The Meat Map of Canada features T-Bone Glacier, Yukon, Pork and Bean Point, Manitoba, and Burgerville,
Ontario; the Angst Map of Canada locates Doom Mountain, BC, Dismal Creek, Alberta, and Port Disappointment,
Newfoundland; and the Money Map of Canada lists Success, Saskatchewan, Silver Lake, Ontario, and Lac Spendet,
Quebec. Each map is accompanied by the stories behind specific place names as well as fast and furious Canadian facts
and trivia. The net result is a tongue-in-cheek snapshot of the essential Canadian character, in all its quirky glory. Other
map subjects include: Apocalypse; Art; Atwood (Margaret); Automotive; Beer; Body Parts; Condiments; Doughnuts;
Erotica; Gay and Lesbian; Hockey; International; Kitchen Implements; Literary; Loudmouths; Malls; Menstrual; Pets;
Retail; Sartorial; and World's Largest. With an introduction by "Geist" editor Stephen Osborne.
Disney's new original novel, answering the truth behind the evil! The blessed daughter of the crow, her childhood trauma
has planted the root of evil... Exclusive collection gift: Pop art sticker. Experiencing many sleepless nights, and almost
forgot the shining light of herself... Memphis as a child, just a girl with a difference, she is smart, cute, ambitious, but not
evil. Until the fairy exam at the age of sixteen, sadness, loneliness, anger, betrayal.
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